A 9 nights-10 days
SPA Medical treatments
The Lake of Hévíz is the largest spa-lake in the world which is suitable for bathing.
A traditional Balneotherapy with a 10-day treatment package and it
includes:



2+1 nights stay with breakfast in Budapest in centrally located 4-5 stars hotel.
7 nights stay with half board in Hévíz, in one if the 4-star Danubius Health Spa
Resorts.
 Medical therapy at the Hévíz hotel package include:
- Medical consultation with specialized doctors.
- 10 personalized treatments prescribed by the doctor for the following treatments:
Balneotherapy, Hydrotherapy, Physiotherapy, Electrotherapy, Mud Pack and Oxygen
inhalation.
 Unlimited use of the Danubius hotels’ spa which includes: an indoor thermal bath
with 2 pools, a swimming pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, steam room, bio sauna and a hydro
pool outdoor thermal pool Finnish log sauna in the garden in Hévíz.
 An all group exercise classes at the Danubius hotel include: morning gymnastics,
aqua-fitness, stretching, Fit-Ball, yoga, and a hiking program which is available once a
week alongside a Nordic Walking education.
 Airport transportation in Budapest.
 Private transportation between the hotels in Budapest and Hévíz.
 A Hop On Hop Off sightseeing tour in Budapest which is valid for 48 hours and it
includes:
- 2 sightseeing routes. 2 free river cruises, free Gulyas soup tasting. a free glass
of beer, a shot and a free glass of hot wine, a bonus booklet with 20-60 %
discount for many stunning places, restaurants, etc
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A 9 nights-10 days
SPA Medical treatments
Price depend on hotel category, travel period.
We have given you a simple grid of medical, Spa and wellness treatments,
let us know your requests and we will create a special proposal for you
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